Create an intelligent, digitally connected workplace experience

Empower employees with a consumer-like digital workplace experience that allows employees to work the way they want to — anytime, anywhere and on any device.
Advances in technology, skilled-labor shortages, lack of employee engagement, increased competition and changes in consumer behavior are accelerating the pace of change in the workplace.

Traditional notions of work and the workplace are changing rapidly, driven by the growth of remote, mobile and gig workforce models. Consumer and technology trends in automation, analytics, internet of things (IoT) and augmented/virtual reality are driving efficiencies and raising worker expectations. A shortage of labor and skilled talent is increasing competition for workers.

In addition, global workforce demographics are shifting, with millennials and Gen Z expected to make up 58 percent of the global workforce in this decade. More than ever before, this younger generation of workers values flexibility and a positive working environment. Without a collaborative, congenial company culture, they are likely to eventually check out mentally or even quit — and this disengagement is costing businesses unrealized revenues and productivity.

All of these trends have a profound and disruptive impact on the workplace and the future of work, accelerating the pace of change and requiring business leaders and IT departments to reimagine systems, processes, applications and workforce models. What’s more, the gig economy, increased mobility, and cloud and flexible work environments have created a renewed focus on security to protect corporate IP and data.

In today’s digital age, businesses must facilitate new ways of working, communicating and collaborating to improve business outcomes, effectively secure data and attract, engage and retain the best talent. Organizations that do not adapt run the risk of being left behind by more agile competitors.
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Deliver an end-to-end digital workplace solution — with strong integration, security, automation and analytics — to meet your business, IT and employee needs.

The solution
Harness the power of invisible IT to increase automation and create better employee experiences

DXC Technology delivers an intuitive and agile digital workplace experience that accommodates the fluidity of people and jobs.

DXC MyWorkStyle™ is an innovative, employee-centric set of digital workplace services. DXC provides a personalized, consumer-like digital workplace experience to help enterprises keep pace with a fast-changing market, increase employee satisfaction, attract and retain employees, and drive productivity. We can help you:

• Drive employee engagement and productivity. Our digital and immersive experiences enable new ways of working, connecting and communicating, leveraging the latest technologies and applications. DXC MyWorkStyle provides engaging digital experiences, streamlines workloads and increases collaboration.

• Save valuable time and resources by automating IT support and streamlining tasks. The proactive and predictive capabilities of artificial intelligence and machine learning can resolve issues, often without disrupting the employee experience.

• Support remote, mobile and gig workforce models. Enable your multigenerational workforce to work the way they want — anytime, anywhere and on any device. Deliver mobile-first, cloud-first capabilities to allow employees to move between devices, applications and work environments, quickly and easily.

MOLSON COORS
Integration at Molson Coors

DXC helped Molson Coors Brewing Co. integrate the Miller Coors branch of the company

$35M in cost savings expected over 3 years
Workplace modernization simplifies IT complexity and drives innovation.

DXC helps enterprises thrive on change and extend the benefits of workplace modernization across the organization.

**Employee benefits**
- Empowers employees with a personalized enterprise
- Provides innovative tools and engaging experiences
- Adapts to support individual styles of working
- Enhances employee interactions and collaboration
- Increases flexibility and mobility

**Business benefits**
- Improves employee engagement and satisfaction
- Drives productivity and profitability
- Fosters collaboration to drive innovation
- Helps attract, engage and retain top talent
- Increases business agility

**IT benefits**
- Improves integration of apps, tools, systems and devices
- Drives efficiency with automated IT support
- Simplifies IT complexity, saving time and resources
- Reduces total cost of ownership
- Protects intellectual property and data with embedded security

**DXC MyWorkStyle digital workplace solutions**

**Featured offerings and services**

- **Intelligent Collaboration**
  - Smart working spaces
  - Unified communications
  - Services for Office 365 & Teams
  - Messaging & collaboration
  - Campus & connectivity networks

- **Mobility and Workplace IoT Industry Solutions**
  - Workplace IoT
  - Remote expert
  - Augmented/virtual reality & wearables

- **Digital Support Services**
  - Proactive services
  - MyWork portal
  - Virtual agent
  - Walk-in support center
  - Instant support spot

- **Modern Device Management**
  - Virtual desktop & applications
  - Workplace device services
  - Device as a service (DaaS)
  - Software licensing and management

- **End-to-end industry solutions**
- **Actionable insights**
- **Integrated security**
- **User experience & XLA**

- **Innovate**
- **Personalize**
- **Automate**
- **Integrate**

- **Data**
- **Locations**
- **Machine learning**
- **Artificial intelligence**
- **Analytics**
- **Integration framework**
Digital Support Services
Provide a broad set of innovative digital support services, using automation, analytics, and artificial intelligence (AI), so employees can stay focused and engaged. We enable self-service and do-it-yourself (DIY) capabilities plus proactive and predictive analytics that automatically fix issues before they arise — often without disruption to the employee experience. Have a technician dispatched or provide face-to-face interaction in a DXC walk-in support center.

Mobility and Workplace IoT
Deliver next-generation digital capabilities with mobile, augmented and virtual reality technologies to provide new ways of working, training and knowledge sharing. Leverage workplace IoT to address industry-specific challenges, build smart connected operations and location-based services, increase automation and improve worker safety.

Modern Device Management
Easily switch between devices with seamless, secure access to context, information and applications. Improve the employee experience through modern device management, virtual desktop and application services, and device as a service (DaaS). Our modern, digital approach provides the required control, security and compliance with a scalable, as-a-service model.

Intelligent Collaboration
Foster innovation and collaboration by providing the latest platforms and applications. Remove the frustration many employees experience with new collaboration tools due to lack of training and support. At DXC, we provide strong change management to drive employee engagement, productivity and effective use of tools.

30% reduction in support costs with DXC digital support

2-day migration of 700 employees, onboarded as part an acquisition, to the Saab Group network with DXC digital workplace services

50% average savings in telephony costs achieved by implementing DXC intelligent collaboration
The DXC difference

End-to-end solution
DXC provides the greatest breadth and depth of integrated digital workplace solutions — delivering better business agility, employee experiences and business outcomes.

Experience matters
As demonstrated by our market leadership, DXC has more digital workplace experience than any other vendor. We leverage our team’s decades of experience, deep industry and technical expertise and a robust partner network to support enterprises throughout their workplace transformation journey.

Accelerate time to value
We work with enterprises to define an appropriate path to workplace modernization and accelerate time to value — from design and optimization to smooth data migration and rapid employee adoption.

With DXC, you have a trusted partner to support your workplace modernization journey. Discover how at:
www.dxc.technology/DW
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About DXC Technology

DXC Technology (NYSE: DXC) helps global companies run their mission critical systems and operations while modernizing IT, optimizing data architectures, and ensuring security and scalability across public, private and hybrid clouds. With decades of driving innovation, the world’s largest companies trust DXC to deploy our enterprise technology stack to deliver new levels of performance, competitiveness and customer experiences. Learn more about the DXC story and our focus on people, customers and operational execution at www.dxc.technology.
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